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URBAN GEOGRAPHY: THREE REVIEWS
H. Swain and R. D. MacKinnon
September 1974
Since it takes several months for journal reviews to
be published, we are circulating three recently prepared ones
to interested colleagues in IIASA. This working paper
contLiins:
Swain, H., review of E. Chinoy, oed., The Urban Future,
forthcoming in The Professional Geographer.. . .• 2
Svmin, II., review of B. J . L. Berry et al., Land Use,
Urban Form and Environmental ｑ ｵ ｡ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｹ ｾ ｯ ｲ ｴ ｨ ｣ ｯ ｭ ｩ ｮ ｧ
in Canadian Geographer.•.•.•..•...•...• 4
MacKinnon, R.D., review of A.G. Wilson, Urban and
Regional Hodels in Geography and Planning, forthcoming
in the Annals Association of American Geographers . . • 9
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The Urban Future. Ely Chinoy (ed.)
Lieber - Atherton, New York, 1973. viii UJld 1'"(9 PP.
The "A therton ｃ ｯ ｮ ｴ ｲ ｯ ｶ ･ ｲ ｳ ｹ ｬ ｾ Ｎ series is intended to
juxtapose and resolve contrasting views in some topical
field, and to give a lay or undergraduate reader a sense
of the state of the art therein. This slim volume of eight
essays fails on both counts.
Chinoy's introductory section presents a once-over-
lightly catalog of trends on the U. S. urbCiIl scene \'lhich is
adequate as far as it goes, but omits any syntnesis vr weighting.
Herman Kahn's various books present many of the same ideas
more coeently. There follows a series of four essays on the
evolution of large and ｲ ･ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｶ ･ ｬ ｹ formless urban regions
(and cultures), a notion familiar to geogr'aI)lWrS for 3everal
decadeo. Jean Gottmann contributes a graceful piece un 1I'l'he
Rising Demand for Urban Amenities", Nathan Glazer looks with
wondering eastern eyes at Southern California, and there are
concluding essays on race and violence.
Glazer's "Notes on Southern California" encapsulate
the reaSGns for the failure of this book to live up to its
title. Like the rest of the contributions, it was orieinally
published ｾ ｬ ｳ ･ ｷ ｨ ･ ｲ ･ some years ago; in fact, all but a short
excerpt from the Hational Commission on the Causes aud
Prevention of Violence (1969) date from 1957 to 1966. For a
volume of prospectives, this is simply not good enough. . Indeed,
ｇ ｬ ｡ ｺ ･ ｲ Ｇ ｾ Ij59 article now has a sliGhtly antique air. It
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brings home the immense gulf between then and now, the historical
density of the intervening years. He reports, for instance,
that " a Jew cannot buy a house in La Jolla today" (p. 126), and
forecasts that the new university campus will end this prejudiced
exclusion. He dares to approve of Calitornian architecture--
but Torn Wolfe said it better and much more outrageously in his
essay on Las Vel!.as almost a decade later. He has a nagging
worry about the resource expenditure needed to maintain the
car culture.
Ｇ ｲ ｨ ｾ futures predicted in this book are now mostly
uistory.
Harry Swain,
Internatjonal Institute for Applied Systems Analysis,
ｌ ｡ ｸ ･ ｮ ｢ ｵ ｲ ｾ Ｌ Austria.
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La;-td ｕ ｳ ･ ｾ Ul:,ban and ｅ Ｇ ｮ ｶ ｩ ｩ Ｎ Ｑ Ｈ ｊ ｮ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｾ ｑ ｵ ｡ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｹ ｾ URIAH J. L.
BE.i.1HY, p.N'DnEW J. BHmmWICZ, DOUGLAS 13. CARGO, JAl-1BS B.
COl'1f-1INGS, DONALD C. DAEHANN, PEr,rER G. GOiIBEN, CHlillLES l?
Ki\PLAN, DOKO'l'IW D. KOOPi\:JAN, RICIL-"\lID :C'. LM'lB, LEE :E'.
ｲＭＺＱａｮｇｅｈｄＱｾＱ ( HARVIN W. ｬＮｵｋＡＺｾｌＺｅｌｌＬ DAVID· J. MORG?\N, J1'.CI< P.
HROVJKA, JOHN P. PICCllHNNI, and JUDI1'H 1\.. SOISSON, Heseurch
Puper No. 155, Department of Geography, Univorsity of Chicago,
1974. xxiii + 4401>p.; tubles, figures,· maps, bibliography;
paper, $5.00.
GOVERN1'lliN'I'S AIm irwreasingly contractincJ with university tCillIIS
to perfornl policy research. Characteristically, the criteria
by which the purchasers evaluate the project include not
merely the scholarly virtues held dear by readers of this
journiJl, bllt .::llso i:he timeliness, comprehensiveness, communic-
ability, and policy relevance of the "result. Deadlines and
the diminishing marginal utility of depth on sub-parts of a broad
problem demand the use of a coordinated team of specialists,
which in turn requires tight project management of a sort
not widely diffused in universities. These added requirements
are not always appreciated by the acadelnic performers of contract
reseaJ:ch, or their peers, ｬ ･ ｡ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｧ to frictions of several sorts.
Hhen they are, the final result is often denigrated by ｴ ｾ ･
disciplirw.ry doyens, and even by some who earnestly promote
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the pructi.cal importance (If their subject at budget tilllu.
ｃ Ｈ ［ Ｐ ｾ ｬ ｲ ｾ ｾ ｬ Ｎ Ｍ Ｇ ｨ ｹ iB no novice ilt· the ＼ ［ ｊ Ｇ ｡ ｉ ｬ ｩ ｾ of applications, thollSh
uS a ｵｩｴＺｾＺｩＮｬｬｕＮｮ｡ \1(; arC! u:urc accustoJ[,.cd to granting ｡ ｲ ｲ Ｎ Ｚ Ｎ Ｎ ｌ ｰ Ｎ Ｎ ｾ ･ ｭ ｣ ｮ ｴ ｾ
than t.hu stricter contract routo. There is every indication
that the ':Ji:'u\lth ｾ ･ ｣ ｴ ｯ ｲ in external funding is the contract.
Jud',]GU a.::; C01ltn.ctt;u policy resoarch, how does this hefty
ｶ ｯ ｬ ｜ ｬ ［ Ｎ Ａ ｾ ｣ l.;y Cl te::un of Chicago geographers stack up? ｈ ｨ ｩ ｬ ｾ u
proper ｡ ｮ ｦ Ｇ ［ ｕ ｾ Ｚ ｃ \-loule. demand privileged il1formatiun aLout the
preferences and policy development opportunities of the U.S.
ｅ ｲ Ｑ ｖ ｩ ｲ ｯ ｮ ｬ ｔ ｵ ｾ Ｚ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｬ Protection ｬ ｾ ｧ ｣ ｮ ｣ ｹ Ｇ s Office of Research und
DE:vclcJI..me:ut, an educated guess is possible.
ｾ Ｇ ｩ ｲ ｳ ｴ Ｌ the cOllc.:lusioll:J--and any good piece of policy research
ought to lead wlth its chin, as fe'\'1 decision-It1:ikcrs'will read
further--are a ､ｩｬｾｴｩｰｰｯｩｮｴｬｬｬ･ｮｴＬ for they point to no clear and
eusy routes to the solution of the ｳ ｰ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｯ ｲ ｩ ｮ ｹ agency's vrublems.
After 410 pages of diverse and detailed analyses, it is
concluded that the "core-oriented urban region with, a ｲ｣ＺＺｾ､ｩ｡ｬ
transportation. network and a steep density ｧ ｲ ｡ ､ ｩ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｎ ｾ Ｎ ｨ ｡ ｺ super-
ior air and water quality to ••• the dispersed ｵ ｲ ｢ ｡ ｮ ﾷ ｲ ｾ ｧ ｩ ｯ ｮ .•• "
(p.413). But dispersion is the key dynamic of the time, which
must mea.(! that rational families and firms experience other
ｌ ｅ ［ ｉ Ａ ･ ｦ ｩ ｴ Ｎ ｾ more than compensating for ｴ ｨ ･ ｳ ｾ negative enviroll."tIental
･ ｸ ｴ ･ ｲ ｮ ｵ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｳ Ｎ {Possibilities of severely bounded rational-
ｩ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｾ or syzteHlatically non-global optimizi ny LelH:tViou.:L i.n an
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imperi0ct ｾ ｯ ｲ ｬ ､ ｾ ｲ ･ not discussed.) Nor, for ｷ ･ ｬ ｬ ｾ ｫ ｮ ｯ ｷ ｮ
reclson:;., is llLassive x'edcral intervention in a co11eren-c urban
polic:'!' ｦ Ｎ ｲ ｾ ｨ ｬ ･ Ｂ Ｇ ｊ ｏ ｌ ｫ likely 1.11 the near future. _Illlproving environ",!,
- 1:1Ullt.:.tl qU<'llity by the puqJusiv\J lLlanipulation of land mie tlnd
built fo:cm £lio£ in the fiJca of pu\r.lprful and [Jervtlsive
soc;iet;:ll ｩ Ｎ Ｚ ･ ｲ ｾ ､ ｳ Ｎ In the view of the authors, "radical c..:hanges
in attitudes are Yequired, involving nothing less than a new
lalld E=thic, .if nu'cional environmental policy is to be promoted
by changed directions of urban development." (p.430).
Ｇ ｬ Ｇ ｨ ･ ｳ ｾ 9loomy t:t'uths will likely disappoint ambitiou!:>
bureaucrats. lIm-lever, they Clre based 011 a truly comprchen::;ive
synth(;;Eis of li1atc:ciuls on a ".'ide range of topics, and Cannot
easily be cast ｷ ｳ ｩ ､ ｾ Ｎ It is sometimes said that there aLe
two classes of peOple in the YJOr1d, those who make policy and
ｴ ｨ ｯ ｾ ･ \'lbo endu:L13 it.. Prof. Berry and his ｣ ｯ ｬ ｬ ｣ ｡ ｧ ｵ ｾ ｳ ｭ ｾ ｹ have
ｓ ｾ ｖ ｅ Ｚ ､ ｴ ｨ Ｈ ｾ latter from some of the more facile kinds of error
｡ Ｑ ｲ ｣ ｾ Ｂ ｴ ｣ ｬ ｹ [Jc:cpetrett (:(1 by environmental policy rna]cers.
ｅ ＾ Ｚ ｾ ｲ ｵ ｩ Ｎ ｮ ｩ Ｎ ｮ ｧ the rent of the book, one is struck by 11m1 \'1.:11
thEj ｯｹＮｧＨＧ［ＺｬＱｩｾｾ･ｲｅＺ ml.,,;t ｳ･ｶｾｲ｡ｬ of the crit.eria of good policy
ｲ ･ ｦ ｾ Ｘ ｃ ｬ ｲ ｣ ｨ Ｎ This l.n'ye team haD produced a loy:wally ordered
and conuL;-cently well written catalogUE::: of Ｐ ｶ ｩ ､ ･ ｉ Ｑ ｬ Ｚ Ｇ Ｚ ｾ in <l ｾ ｛ ｬ Ｘ ｬ Ｚ Ｇ ｃ
fii'tel?,n l!Ion-ths. It may be that a ｳｩｮｾｊｬ･ CAuthor would huve
produced a more readable docl1ment, but certainly not \'Jith that
i
breadth in that time.
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A detailed table of contents (there is no index) outlines
-tile urgwnent. Following a general proLlelfl statement and a moderat-
ely. rC::stri.d.U(·:J. recital of the virtues of geography, pollution
measures for air, water, solid waste, nbige,. pesticides ana
radiation are assessed, monitoring sYstems discussed, and current
ｲ ･ ｾ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｳ presented. The gross inadequacies of present pollution
ｾ ｵ Ｚ Ｂ Ｇ Ｇ ｬ ･ ｩ ｬ ｬ ｵ ｮ ｣ ･ ｳ ｾ Ｗ ｳ ｴ ･ ｭ ｳ are noted. The third part contains t.he
bulk of the.analyDis. Seventy-six u.S. urban regions are grouped
by Q-mode factor analysis on the one hand, and sets of environmental
quality measureD on the other, yielding the unsurprising con-
clusion that big manufacturing cities are in \'lOrse shape than
small, service-oriented ones. Subsequently regression analyses
controlled for size and economic base demonstrate unequivocally
tIle more interesting point not.ed above: urban form does have an
independent effect on environmental quality. perhaps the rrrost
inLercsting and provocative chapter (11) sets the environmental
quality measures in a general context, a discussion of the (dis)-
econc1l1ies of urban size, with per capita property values being
the clamp for enc.:o!llpassing effects of all sorts. 1'1uch mor8
could have been done to develop the ideas skated over hero, but
asain the authors have opted--properly, in the circmTIstances--
for rouyhly equal depth over a broad range.
Considered as policy research, the only major failing of this
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ｶｯｬｵｭＨｾ is in the presentation of its conclusio.ns, which para-
uoxically (;ontuins un analysis ·of Voorhees, but in which by no
means all. of the ｰ ｾ ｾ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｾ ｵ unulyses are reflected. There ｾ ｨ ｯ ｵ ｬ ､
hu.v0. l.>ccn, for instance, a consolidatE:.!u list of reconullcnc1i:ltion3
011 pollution surveillance systems. The general assertion that
ｮ ｯ ｴ ｌ ｩ ｾ ｧ short· of apocalyptic value change ｷ ｾ ｬ ｬ work is probably
overdrawn. For geographers of all stripes, though, there is
intere£it aplenty. 'l'hough som8 will no doubt shudder at the
compressional violence done to their specialties, others \'lill
appreciate seeing them set within a systematic and meaningful
context. ｾ ･ ｡ ｣ ｨ ･ ｲ ｳ at all levels will have a ｣ｯｭｰｾｮ､ｩｬｬｩｮ of basic
urban enviLomnental information nowhere else available. All
\1ill be stimulated by a host of unresolved research probleH1s.
[HAHRY' SWAIN
International Institute fop Applied Systems ａ ｮ ｡ ｬ ｹ ｳ ｩ ｾ
ｌ ｡ ｸ ｡ ｮ ｢ ｵ ｲ ｧ ｾ Austria]
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Review of A. G. Wilson,
Urban and Regional Models in Geography and Planning,
London: Wiley, 1974. p.418.
The latest Wilson book is certainly a valuable
addition to the literature on urban model building. It
represents a serious attempt to take stock of spatial
interaction and location models, and to integrate them
into a coherent set of procedures. The book is clearly
written, and, in spite of some rather intimidating mathe-
matical notation, attempts to accommodate the reader \lith
a limited mathematical background. In fact, questions of
derivation which can be extremely important to the under-
standing of models, are frequently not even identified and
seldom investigated in any detail. The book often,
therefore, comes dangerously close to becoming a "cook
book"--perhaps the most advanced cook book we have in
geography, but a cook book nevertheless.
The structure of the book is straightforward and
easy to follow. Part I describes the roles of models in
the urban planning process, presents the author's object-
ives, and incidentally some of his biases. Part II in-
cludes a fine example of how to construct a simple model
demonstrating how inconsistencies may arise and how they
- 10 -
can be overcome. Disappointingly, the entropy maximizing
rationale for this and the models to follow, is relegated
to an appendix. Part III, by far the largest and most
important section, surveys demographic models (cohort
survival and migration), "economic models" (input-output),
transport models (almost exclusively of the gravity type) ,
and location models (land use distribution). Next, an
ambitious effort is made to link these models together in
large comprehensive frameworks. The efforts of others
(Lowry, Penn-Jersey, but very surprisingly not the NBER
model) are surveyed and Wilson goes on to develop his own
framework. Part III concludes with a chapter on calibra-
tion and testing problems. Finally, Part IV presents two
interesting, but all too brief, empirical applications of
Wilson's modelling strategies, a brief description of
I plan evaluation problems, and some summary comments about
the major modelling problems which have yet to be resolved.
The book is, then, a rather impressive performance,
covering a wide range of problems and attempting to do it in
an integrated way. It does not therefore, suffer from many
of the shortcomings which frequently characterize surveys
in quantitative geography. In spite of this, (in fact
perhaps because of this), the scope of the presentations is
certainly not as wide nor as rich as the author would seem
to indicate in his statement of objectives or in the book's
- 11 -
title itself. The book is in fact a highly personal
statement on urban modelling. Models which do not fit
well ｷ ｩ ｴ ｾ Ｎ the framework Wilson uses, are either mentioned
only in I;>assing.,or ignored completely. It is a bit distur-
bing to have only models discussed "whose 'style' is most
closely in accord with the rest of the book". The criteria
for inclusion is in large degree implicit and rather ad hoc.
The large class of optimization-normative models,
is excluded on both pragmatic and semantic grounds. Mathe-
matical programming solutions to the commodity flow problem
are not considered, allegedly because the required level of
data disaggregations is often prohibitive. In spite of this
difficulty, there are in the literature many examples of the
applications of such methods. Moreover, the data .require-
ments of some of Wilson's more disaggregated models are even
more awesome. Even more curiously, normative models are ex-
cluded because in Wilson's terms they are not "models"--a
component of plan design rather than analysis. While terms
may be defined in anyway one chooses, this exclusion by
definition would appear to be needlessly devious.
Another large class of models which have been vir-
tually ignored are those concerned with stochastic processes.
Thus Markovian models of urban change, Monte Carlo simulation
models, and the large literature on stochastic point pro-
cesses are all excluded without any explicit justification.
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Behavioral approaches, while recognized by Wilson
as extremely important, are essentially omitted because only
a macro viewpoint is to be adopted. Desaggregation is in-
variably achieved by introducing additional subscripts, a
rather mechanistic procedure to incorporate a behavioral
apporach.
For reasons that are not altogether clear, supply-
oriented urban models concerned with the physical ｳ ｴ ｯ ｣ ｾ of
urban structure, are also excluded from consideration.
Wilson's overriding objective is " ••• to present,
in an integrated way, a body of theory on cities and regions."
l"1oreover, the approach is to be "hypotheticodeductive" rather
than "inductive". The reviewer has neither the capability
nor the inclination to discuss in any detail, the .distinc-
tion between theories and models and related matters of the
philosophy of science; it would seem, however, that this
book is concerned more with models of cities and regions,
rather than theories. The form of the models' components
is often postulated at the outset, and much of the analysis
deals with how these components can be fitted together while
maintaining an overall consistency. This is rather different
than starting with a few very simple first principles, and
deriving results which were not immediately obvious. There
is little in the way of fundamental theory presented in the
book of the utility on maximum entropy type, for example. It
:",,
.'
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is a book on mathematical models which may be based on some
theory, but such bases are not well developed in the b90k.
Mathematical analysis is used largely to identify and correct
ｦ ｯ ｾ ｾ ｮ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ｳ ｴ ･ ｮ ｣ ｩ ･ ｳ in models, and to present the output of
.' : '\' . - .'.':-:. . -.... : '.. ' .' .. ', ｾ ｾ .'
.' .
models in slightly novel, and perhaps more readily inter-
pretable forms.
The models are frequently developed rather loosely,
and by analogy. In addition, there are several model com-
ponents in which one variable is postulated to be equal to
a linear combination of, " ... a number of variables which
characterize region • IIｾ . Similarly, " ... the main task of the
(trip) distribution modeller \"lill be to get the dista!lce
attenuation function •... in a sound form. It is possible to
test a range of functions and a range of values of. ｾ . II
There are many instances of ad hoc or pragmatic approaches
to modelling, where the only justification of a function or
a method is that empirically it seems to work well. 'fhese
cases would seem to throw some doubt on the claim that a
purely theoretical, deductive approach has been adopted. In
fact, recent developments in urban theory by economists and
geographers, is given virtually no notice. Somewhat causally,
Wilson states that his spatial interaction models are not
inconsistent with economic models. While this may be true,
their relationship between these two types of models has not
been made clear.
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In a book which ultimately must have its greatest
appeal to planners concerned with numerical models, it is
disappointing that more space has not been devoted to ex-
amples of empirical analyses. There are pages and pages of
equations, which are frequently repetitive and to a con-
siderable extent, represent different combinations and
extensions of two or three basic models. This reviewer
would have prefered a longer presentation of the problems
of calibration and more detailed empirical results.
Chapters 12 and 14, are certainly inadequate in this regard.
Wilson's acceptance of R2 and ｾ Ｒ as adequate measures of .
goodness of fit, is a bit disturbing for a geographer. R2
values of .95 while seemingly quite impressive, may mask
very poor performance of a model with respect to certain
spatial zones. For flow models in particular, there may be
a very good fit for all pairs of smaller zones, while the
fit may be exceedingly poor for the few large, and presu-
mably most important, zones. Moreover, for both flow and
location models, the spatial pattern of residuals is as im-
portant to the geographer as the overall goodness of fit
measure. Finally, the consequences of using iterative-search
calibration methods on the performance to the model, have not
been investigated adequately. In empirical applications, the
imposition of many constraints on the problem (e.g., origin
and destination sums), can result in a relationship between
trips and "distance", which is markedly different from the
negative exponential (or power function) form of the ana-
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lytical model.
In addition to these major comments, there are the
inevitable minor criticisms. In an attempt to appeal to the
non-mathematical reader for example, matrix inversion is in-
troduced as "matrix division". A rather curious typology of
modelling techniques is presented (pp. 173-176), the elements
of which are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive. Also
odd, is the claim that his models are more deductive, and pre-
sumably more desirable, than the Quandt-Baumol transportation
demand models. He fails to note that their models are ulti-
mately based on a rather deductive utility theory framework,
and the calibration methods they use (least squares), are much
more fully tested and interpretable, than the iterative-search
methods used in Wilson's type of models.
In conclusion then, this is the work of an impor-
tant innovator in urban modelling, which everyone with a
serious interest in the subject, should read. It would be
suitable as a text for an upper division undergraduate course,
or a graduate course. It is, however, an unrepresentative
text--one which would have to be supplemented with other
readings stressing other points-of-view.
Ross D. MacKinnon
University of Toronto
